PCC The Reading Terminal MarketTrainshed Exterior Renovation

Abstract
This project consisted brick replacement, arch reconstruction, brick repointing, granite
repointing, masonry cleaning, caulking, & anti-bird protection. The restoration of the historic
brick along arch street commenced in 2019 and is part of a three-phase restoration campaign.
The other phases are the restoration of the cast iron and wood windows on the east façade, in
progress, to be completed in spring of 2022, and the restoration of the cast iron and wood
windows on the west façade, to be completed summer 2022.
The extant condition of the brickwork prior to the restoration was poor at best. The bricks were a
soft yellow variety. Faces had spalled off, entire sections eroded back to the substrate, and bio
growth and carbon staining had taken ahold of large sections. Included in the damaged areas
were the famous load bearing arches that lined Arch Street.
One of the first steps was to determine and source the historically compatible materials to be
used. Mortar analyses were conducted to determine the proper mix designs. Two custom mortars
were developed. The brick joints were a butter joint and only 1/8 of an inch or less. Marble dust
was used as the aggregate and it was custom pigmented to simulate the original mortar color.
The granite had a joint on average of 3/8 of an inch so a blend of sharp, clean and well graded
sands were used. This was also custom pigmented to simulate the original mortar color.
The replacement brick had to be custom made as well. The façade has several unique shapes in
the decorative horizontal band as well as the larger arch bricks. A specialty manufacture and
supplier was utilized to create all the replacement bricks.
Once materials had been established, the tedious work of removing and replacing the brick while
balancing keeping the historic fabric of the building intact and working on a busy city street
could be carried out. Special tools were used and even created or modified to deal with the
difficult task of cutting out the mortar in the tiny butter joints without damaging the existing
brick.
The structure was then cleaned using a mild detergent and low pressure washing
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Overall restoration project
This project consisted brick replacement, arch reconstruction, brick repointing, granite
repointing, masonry cleaning, caulking, & anti-bird protection. The restoration of the historic
brick along arch street commenced in 2019 and is part of a three-phase restoration campaign.
The other phases are the restoration of the cast iron and wood windows on the east façade, in
progress, to be completed in spring of 2022, and the restoration of the cast iron and wood
windows on the west façade, to be completed summer 2022.
The extant condition of the brickwork prior to the restoration was poor at best. The bricks were a
soft yellow variety. Faces had spalled off, entire sections eroded back to the substrate, and bio
growth and carbon staining had taken ahold of large sections. Included in the damaged areas
were the famous load bearing arches that lined Arch Street.
One of the first steps was to determine and source the historically compatible materials to be
used. Mortar analyses were conducted to determine the proper mix designs. Two custom mortars
were developed. The brick joints were a butter joint and only 1/8 of an inch or less. Marble dust
was used as the aggregate and it was custom pigmented to simulate the original mortar color.
The granite had a joint on average of 3/8 of an inch so a blend of sharp, clean and well graded
sands were used. This was also custom pigmented to simulate the original mortar color.
The replacement brick had to be custom made as well. The façade has several unique shapes in
the decorative horizontal band as well as the larger arch bricks. A specialty manufacture and
supplier was utilized to create all the replacement bricks.
Once materials had been established, the tedious work of removing and replacing the brick while
balancing keeping the historic fabric of the building intact and working on a busy city street
could be carried out. Special tools were used and even created or modified to deal with the
difficult task of cutting out the mortar in the tiny butter joints without damaging the existing
brick.
The structure was then cleaned using a mild detergent and low pressure washing

Written Summary for Project Scoring Criteria
The Reading Terminal Market originally opened in 1893 under the elevated trainshed of the
Reading Railroad Company. However, by the late 1900 it had fallen into a precarious state of
disrepair. In 1992 the Pennsylvania Convention Center Authority completed a massive
restoration campaign of the historic structure. At this time certain tasks were outside the scope of
work and were set aside for a later date. The PCCA has shown great stewardship by first taking
on the 1992 project, saving the historic landmark and again by continuing to restore the structure
three decades later.
The restoration of the historic brick along arch street commenced in 2019 and is part of a three
phase restoration campaign. The other phases are the restoration of the cast iron and wood
windows on the east façade, in progress, to be completed in spring of 2022, and the restoration of
the cast iron and wood windows on the west façade, to be completed summer 2022.
The extant condition of the brickwork prior to the restoration was poor at best. The bricks were a
soft yellow variety, locally produced in Philadelphia. Being so, there was significant failure
throughout the façade. Faces had spalled off, entire sections eroded back to the substrate, and bio
growth and carbon staining had taken ahold of large sections. Some of the damage was due to
improper mortar that was too hard on the bricks that had been used to repoint various sections
and harsh chemicals that had been introduced to the wall system. Some of the damage dated back
to when trains still used the market and entered from above the street level, exerting a huge stress
on the lower facade. Included in the damaged areas were the famous load bearing arches that
lined Arch Street.
To remediate this, the design team put together a restoration scope of work that included brick
replacement, arch reconstruction, brick repointing, granite repointing, masonry cleaning,
caulking, & anti-bird protection.
One of the first steps was to determine and source the historically compatible materials to be
used. Mortar analyses were conducted to determine the proper mix designs. The results of which
were to use a lime mortar consisting of solely Natural Hydraulic Lime (NHL) as the binder and
no portland cement. Two custom mortars were developed. One for the brick and the other for the
granite since these masonry units have such different properties. The brick joints were a butter
joint and only 1/8 of an inch or less. Marble dust was used as the aggregate and it was custom
pigmented to simulate the original mortar color. The granite had a joint on average of 3/8 of an
inch so a blend of sharp, clean and well graded sands were used. This was also custom
pigmented to simulate the original mortar color.
The replacement brick had to be custom made as well. The façade has several unique shapes in
the decorative horizontal band as well as the larger arch bricks. The quantities needed did not
meet the minimum requirements for the larger local brick companies, so a specialty manufacture
and supplier was utilized to create all the replacement bricks.
Once materials had been established, the tedious work of removing and replacing the brick while
balancing keeping the historic fabric of the building intact and working on a busy city street

could be carried out. Special tools were used and even created or modified to deal with the
difficult task of cutting out the mortar in the tiny butter joints without damaging the existing
brick.
The structure was then cleaned using a mild detergent and low pressure washing
One of the challenges in this project, aside from the onset of a global pandemic, were the custom
bricks needed to be completed for this project. Initially the smaller special shape bricks were
created for the mock up. These were roughly the size of a typical brick, eight inches long by
about two and one quarter inches high and four inched deep. For these a clay grind was used that
simulated the original brick. A terra sigillata was then used pre-firing to simulate the original
fired skin. There was also a range of color that was produced to better capture the appearance of
the original bricks. This method was sufficient for recreating the smaller shapes, however, when
the same method was used to create the larger arch bricks that were roughly 14 inches long,
tapered up to 5 inches thick and were 8 inches deep, the bricks did not survive the firing process.
After several attempts a new approach had to be taken. The specialty brick manufacturer had to
increase the clay grind size for these larger shapes. By doing so, and still adding the terra
sigillata to simulate the texture and color, the bricks were able to be successfully fired.
However, with this larger material there was a concern that as the bricks weather the larger grind
size or the interior of the brick would be exposed causing the replacements to appear different
than the original bricks. To help ensure this would not be the case the larger arch bricks were
tested. A sampling of the bricks went through a rapid freeze test in accordance with ASTM 666,
usually performed on load bearing concrete but can be completed on brick masonry. It is
comparable test to the 50 day test and can be completed in in two weeks. After the successful
testing, and review by industry leaders, the larger arch bricks were able to be installed with
confidence of their longevity.
The installation process was challenging and an exercise on precision brickwork. With joints of
only 1/8” the margin for error is extremely slim. A template form was created prior to demolition
and the spacing and unit placement was transcribed to the form. This guided the craftsmen to reinstall the arch with the exact same spacing and layout as the original. Unfortunately, no two
arches had the exact same measurements so the process had to be carried out multiple times.\

Pictures

Image Description List
1.
Before. Example of existing condition of brick work. Note deteriorated brick, previous
repair and temporary shoring campaigns where material does not match original
2.
Before. Example of existing condition of brick work. Note deteriorated brick arch,
previous repair and temporary shoring campaigns where material does not match original
3.
Before. Example of existing condition of brick work. Note deteriorated brick,
environmental staining and deterioration of horizontal decorative band.
4.

Before. Evidence of brick displacement and deteriorated arch.

5.

During. Reconstruction of arch

6.

During. Reconstruction of arch and butter joint pointing

7.

After. After reconstruction of arch and cleaning

8.

After. After reconstruction of arch and cleaning

9.

After. Blend of existing brick and custom replacement brick

10.
After. Granite pointed with custom lime mortar using Natural Hydraulic lime 3.5 as the
binder and a blend of sharp, well graded and clean sand as the aggregate
11.
After. Brick pointed with custom lime mortar using Natural Hydraulic lime 2.0 as the
binder and marble dust as the aggregate
12.

Existing terra cotta lion

